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MAKER SPACE 2016—3D PRINTERS,
ARDUINOS AND A WHOLE LOT MORE
By: Andreas Zailo & Slim Babay

For all of you fourth year students graduating this year, we have some
terrible news—you will likely not get to see the new Maker Space until
you come back for alumni visits in the next decade or so. For everyone else, we are proud to announce the arrival of a new Maker Space
for the start of the 2016 school year!

Who will be in charge?
Since it will be primarily a student funded space, it is being proposed to
also be a student run space by the Engineering Students Society in
collaboration with the Faculty of Engineering. There is current
discussion regarding the creation of a directorship for the makerspace
but any Arduino tutorials, hackathons, group builds, safety training
and general operations, will also be volunteer driven (maybe you?).

What is it?
To quote our friends at Ohmbase, “a Maker Space (also referred to as
a hacklab, hacker space, or hackspace) is a community-operated
physical space where people with common interests, often in
computers, technology, science, digital art or electronic art, can
meet, socialize and/or collaborate”. For us at the school, this
essentially means a space where students can work on projects, have
access to tools, parts, training and advanced computers/software
(think SolidWorks, Pro-E, AutoCAD, Revit, etc.). For a more
comprehensive list checkout http://www.hackerspaces.org

What equipment will be available?
Currently, the following equipment has been or is being considered:
 3D printers: likely 3, print in various plastics suchs as PLA,
ABS,and exotics like Ninjaflex (soft rubber like material)
 CO2 Laser cutter: Engrave and cut shapes in various materials!
 Computers with engineering software (3-6), as needed
 Hand tools: Dremels, drills, saws, wrenches, screwdrivers, pliers,

more as needed, plus a workbench to use them on

Why do we need it?
By most definitions, engineering is the application of math and science—innovation as well as creation. While 3D models and CAD have
become very realistic and accurate in recent years, it’s also extremely
valuable to get hands-on experience in turning a concept or design
into a reality. Designing your Capstone (4th year degree) project?
Come to the Maker Space. Want to learn more about robotics and
microcontrollers like Arduino? Want to 3D print a prototype? You'll be
able to do all that and more at the Maker Space. Essentially, any
project for school or at home that you are working on that is related to
science, engineering, or your current school work can be completed in
a Maker Space.
In addition to just tools, equipment and space, room will be available
to put any presentations on a projector allowing you and your team to
practice and collaborate before getting marked on it.

 Electrical equipment: Soldering stations, oscilloscopes,etc.
 Electrical parts: Ever get an idea at 2 am but don't have the parts?

We're hoping to have a vending machine that'll sell an Arduino or
Raspberry Pi anytime!

Want to influence what kind of equipment gets placed? Check out page
6 for more information regarding the Engineering Equipment Endowment Fund (EEEF), as some of this equipment may change–due to
your suggestions.
3D design to 3D printed -> winner of Stratasys’ Extreme Redesign Challenge 2014.

Where will it be located?
The new Maker Space will be converted from an unused classroom in
the Centennial building (CB-1004), located near the information
services in the Agora (by the bus loop).
Who can use it?
This is where it gets a bit tricky. Basically, every engineering student who
registers with the ESS and receives training will able to use the Maker
Space, with a few simple conditions to ensure both safety of students and
security of the equipment . With the addition of new equipment,
computers and parts, a huge risk arises in terms of those things either
walking away or getting damaged. One of the current proposals being
considered is the use of RFID electronic key locks for students who have
received permission/registered to use the room so that'll have 24 hour
limited access to some of the tools when unsupervised. This couldbe
implemented through the use of stickers, new student cards, phone apps
or even biometric implants (for the brave). A second proposal would
involve the use of cameras: recording and utilizing online broadcasting in
case of an incident. Hopefully security concerns will be kept to a
minimum; we want to respect students’ rights, but we also don’t want to
have to buy new 3D printers each year. While I know most of us have
turned a wrench or two in our day, the shop will require a brief training
session in the operating of any hand tools, 3D printers, or other equipment
to ensure safe and appropriate use.
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How can you get involved?
If you have experience in working with Arduinos, 3D modelling or
sim-ulation software, construction, or just have a passion for
building, this is what the maker movement is all about. As a maker
or as a volunteer, you will be in the hub of collaboration and
innovation of engineering at Lakehead. If this is something you
think you might be interested in helping out with or using, be sure
to let your ESS representatives know!
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STUDENT RUN, STUDENT FUN — GET INVOLVED!
By: Andreas Zailo

Hello students of the engineering
faculty. As you can see, the ESS has
a new executive council for the
2016-2017 year. As an outgoing
member of the ESS, I have every
confidence in our new members’
ability to promote engineering on
campus and within our faculty.

cult to learn out of a textbook and can easily be mastered by coming to a lot of engineering events! Engineers are sometimes known
as being socially awkward, and as well for their penchant for beer.
During your time at Lakehead University you will likely perfect
one or both of these stereotypes, but these are easy to beat—just
come out, meet lots of new people and expand your comfort zone!

Organization and time management: If you’re going to volunteer or participate in events, it really is not that strenuous—
One of the large problems they will provided you manage your time wisely. For example, if you’ve
run into is student involvement,
committed to volunteering or competing at Lakehead’s Engineerwhether as volunteers, or as partici- ing Competition (see back page), you should really make sure that
pants. If you haven’t gotten involved yet, I would strongly recom- all your homework that you had planned to do that day, is done
the day before. This juggling of school and engineering events will
mend it, and here’s why:
make you more efficient and will also build upon skills that will
Meet new friends & create future business connections:
help you in the future.
University is a great place to meet people, and Lakehead Engineering has one of the best student bodies to be apart of in Canada.
Learn new skills: Before joining the ESS executive, I had no inWhy? Well, not only do we have one of the most diverse selections terest in writing newspaper articles or helping publish a paper, but
of students in terms of age and ability, but we also run one of the I ended up doing it anyways. I also learned how to organize pub
largest engineering bridging programs, which allows students
crawls (and deal with the consequences), make t-shrits, organize
from coast to coast to get their degree here. This is a huge adengineering events, work with bureaucratic organizations, make
vantage for you, because most of the people you meet will also be posters, edit the Engenda as well as work with a myriad local
new to Thunder Bay and will bring a culturally diverse background business and professionals.
with them. Once you make friends, you will also be building relationships that will help you not only get through school, but into a If you missed the elections that were just held in March, there are
good career as well. For myself, this has meant that my previously still a lot of opportunities for you to get involved. Each position on
the ESS council (pictured on the right) can have directors that
solid experience in the oil and gas sector of Alberta won’t go to
work under them to help plan and put on events, as well as run
waste as I use my friends’ contacts on both sides of the country
your own projects. This organization is student run, by students,
and in between.
for students, so if you have suggestions for existing events or
Build the skills that will help you later in life: If you have a even for new ones, plase get involved! Your input is important.
bit of experience in the field, you’ve probably already real-ized
that there’s more to engineering than just math and science. How I have a friend who constantly reminds me that you get out what
you put in. Volunteering or participating in ESS events is the best
you interact with people is extremely important in getting you
way to ensure you get the most out of your time at Lakehead, and I
that next promotion, or allowing you to take time off, or even
simply getting along. Good communication skills will allow you to hope you take advantage of it!! If you want to get involved simply
walk down to UC-0015 or email any of the current execu-tives (see
understand what your company wants from you and will allow
next
page) if you don’t have the time to commit to volunteering,
you to convey your needs to your company. These skills are diffimake sure you come out to the events-it’ll be worth it.
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THE NEW 2016/2017 ESS EXECUTIVE

THE ESS
By: the ESS

The Engineering Student Society (ESS) of
Lakehead University is an organization that
collaborates with students, professors and industry professionals to enhance the quality of
students’ education experience at LU. The
purpose of our organization is:

President: Michael Shlote
VP External: Bradley Momberg
VP Internal: Raj Saini
VP Finance: Kyle Rodrigues
VP Sponsorship: Andrew Fodchuck



To publicly promote the science of engineering and the knowledge of its membership in
connection with all facets of engineering



To promote and support educational, social
and athletic events



To provide information to the membership
regarding all professional engineering organizations



To promote the history and traditions of the
profession of engineering



To hold and attend conferences, meetings
and exhibitions for the discussion of engineering problems and the exchange of views
in matters related to engineering



To maintain and uphold the objectives of
the ESS and to constantly encourage membership participation in ESS endeavours

VP Publication: Adrian Pomber
VP Social: Stephen Dzuryk

THE OLD 2015/2016 ESS EXECUTIVE

Slim

Samual

Vyankatesh

Allyson

Are you interested
in
VOLUNTEERING? As shown on the left, we have a new group of

Interm VP Pubs:
Graeme & Annas

Contact Slim at
ess@lakeheadu.ca

Andreas

Mark

ESS.LUSU.CA
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dedicated and enthusiastic students who will
be working hard this summer to make 20162017 even better than last. We would like to
thank Vyankatesh Mhavatkar, Allyson, Paris
Andreas Zailo, Sam Frisby, Mark Athitakis
and SLIM BABAY, as they will not be
executives of the ESS this year. From one
executive to another, we wish you all the best
in your future endeavors.—ESS 2016/2017

ONTARIO ENGINEERING COMPETITION 2016
By: Andreas Zailo

For many of you who are not aware, the winners of the annual
Lakehead Engineering Competition (LEC) are sent to the Ontario
Engineering Competition (OEC) held each year a different University in Ontario. This year’s host was the University of Waterloo;
home to one of Canada’s greatest programs and as well, Canada’s
space hero (Chris Hadfield is a professor of aviation).

For those of you who want to compete next year, it is very important to note that these are not the only competitions available
at OEC. Due to low student turnout in previous years and a lack of
general interest, the following categories have not been offered at
LEC, but they could be if enough interest is shown:

Junior Design: Given a short four hours and a confining budget,
junior engineering students are tasked with designing and constructing a prototype that demonstrates an innovative and practical solution to a previously undisclosed problem.

Innovative Design: Developed outside of the competition,
teams bring their creative and unique solutions to an identified
engineering technology gap of their choosing to be assessed by the
judges. GREAT FOR DEGREE PROJECTS!!!

Senior Design: Given a short six hours and a confining budget,
senior engineering students are tasked with designing and constructing a prototype that demonstrates an innovative and practical solution to a previously undisclosed problem.

Consulting: Given a short six hours, engineering students are
tasked with developing a practical solution to a previously undisclosed problem that demonstrates social, environmental, technological, and economical resourcefulness.

Parliamentary Debate: Engineers are often required to evaluAs LEC is modelled after OEC, the rules for each of the categories ate design proposals and convince key stakeholders of the associare similar, if not the same, however, the questions are usually sig- ated benefits or drawbacks, often with little notice. This category
nificantly more complex and multi-faceted. This year, Lakehead asks competitors to defend or refute a previously undisclosed substudents competed in the following categories:
ject in the style of parliamentary debates.

Programming: Engineering students are asked to construct industry-quality software that provides a solution to a previously un- If any of these competitions sound like something you might be
interested in, start talking with your friends, get a team together
disclosed problem.
and let the organizers know if you want to compete in one of the
Engineering Communications: Competitors are asked to pre- three events previously unavailable. Also, check out
pare a presentation detailing the various societal impacts of an en- http://oec2016.io/ overview for information regarding OEC
gineering process or issue in a manner that can be easily under- 2016 and keep an eye on http://oec2017.ca/.
stood by an audience of various technological backgrounds.
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HIGHLIGHTS—ONTARIO ENGINEERING COMPETITION
By: Andreas Zailo

The winners of LEC 2016 and the competitors in OEC 2016 were:
Junior Design: Matt Olinski, John Soychak, Yunseul Shin,
Matthew Sutor—Senior Design: Bradley Momberg, Adrian
Pomber, Kyle Rodrigues, Michael Schlote—Programming: Slim
Babay, Daniel Caccamo, John Simko, John Sijs—Engineering
Communications: Andreas Zailo & Jaelim Jeon
The Senior Design team received the highest marks for ingenuity
and creative design and likely would have won the competition
had it not been for a couple of small hiccups during testing. This
error in testing was due to overbooking on the part of other
teams, and our team not getting a chance to try out their design
until the judges were present (take note future competitors

demand testing!). The Junior Design team suffered a similar
setback and had to test the accuracy of their boat (straight line) in
a small tool box rather than the full 8ft tub that other teams used.
This is the team’s second time at OEC, and we are really excited to
see what they will do next year in Senior Design! This year the
Programming team was tasked at making a program to teach
programming skills to children . In the communications category
Jaelim presented an efficient HVAC system designed with a
concern for sustainability while Andreas presented a geothermal
greenhouse for year-round food production. Andreas won 1st place
as well as the social awareness award, before also taking first place
at the national Candian Engineering Competion 2016!
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EEEF—WHO WE ARE & WHAT WE DO

By: Hammad Jadooon

Engineering Equipment Endowment Fund or E3F is a student funded body at Lakehead University. Each
undergraduate engineering student every year contributes $35 towards it. The money raised is collected in a
bank account where it accumulates interest. As of April 30th 2015, total endowment amount was $913,202.29.

ENGINEERING EQUIPMENT ENDOWMENT FUND

How much money is available each year?
In previous years, the amount collected each year from
student fees was divided in half and that money was
available for funding. But in 2016, E3F became self
perpetuating, meaning, it earned more interest than
money deposited. According to E3F constitution, once the
account is self-perpetuating, money collected in interest
can be spent towards funding proposals.
This year we have $31,079.00 available.

How E3F Functions:
Two students from each engineering discipline
(chemical, electrical, software, mechanical, civil)
and a chair (total of 11 students) are elected
through elections. These are the people who sit in
board meetings along with Dean of Engineering,
Chair from each engineering department review the
proposals submitted by students, professors and/or
technologists for funding the equipment that will
be beneficial for students. Ultimately, its E3F
students who choose which proposal is in best
interest for engineering students.

In past E3F has funded a Dyno for Mechanical
Engineering department, Spectrum analyzers for The equipment purchased by E3F can be used by
Electrical Engineering Labs(2013-14) and last year for undergraduate engineering students for their
Mechanical Engineering Lab a new welding machine, educational needs.
MasterCam software and 3 desktop computers(2014-15).
I encourage engineering students to get involved
On agenda for this year (2015-16) is a Maker-Space for with E3F and decide how to money is spent each
engineering students. It will be equipped with 3D printers year.
and a room accessible to engineering students 24-hours
for their projects.
E3F E3F E3F E3F E3F E3F E3F E3F E3F E3F E3F E3F E3F E3F E3F E3F E3F E3F E3F E3F E3F E3F E3F E3F E3F E3F
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Bronze Sponsors

ENGINEERING STUDENTS SOCIETY SPONSORS—THANK YOU!

Silver Sponsor

Gold Sponsors

CHEM ENG TEAM CLEANS UP
By: Brandon Walker, Media Relations Officer

For the second year in a row, a Lakehead University chemical engineering
team placed first in the SNC-Lavalin Undergraduate Plant Design competition
held in Calgary last October. The students designed a chemical plant that could
convert 200,000 metric tons of waste plastic per year into high-value hydrocarbons, including gasoline and kerosene. They designed a financially viable plant
that can address contemporary environmental problems by directing waste
plastics away from landfills. This type of plant could potentially provide improved waste management in every city around the world! Lakehead’s winning
team consisted of Ryan Gerlach, Christopher Lock, Kayte Sutherland, Terry Milton, and Natasha Bieniek, with supervision by Drs. Siamak Elyasi and Liela
Pakzad.
“I am proud to be part of a Lakehead program that has such drive and passion
for excellence.” said Gerlach. “I hope that future classes will continue participating in competitions to show the quality of education that Lakehead offers.”
“I am so proud to be able to represent Lakehead University and realize this
goal after all of our hard work on our degree project.” - Lock
“The results of this competition and the efforts dedicated to the degree project
are clear indications of the encouragement, enthusiasm, and support that I
have felt within the Chemical Engineering program at LU.” - Sutherland
“I thoroughly enjoyed the project and found it provided valuable experience to
start my engineering career.” - Milton
“I very much enjoyed my experiences with the degree project as well as competing in the competition. Completing my education at Lakehead has allowed
me to gain experiences that I wouldn’t have received anywhere else,” - Bieniek

“The quality of work and the standard in our department’s
academic system is clearly comparable with the best universities in Canada.” - Dr. Elyasi said.
Students participated in the competition as part of their final degree project.
This competition is hosted by the Canadian Society for Chemical Engineering
(CSChE). A panel of judges from industry, government, and academia evaluate
all the entries. In the first round, the judges selected the top three entries. In the
second round, the top three teams presented their projects, and the judges
made their final decisions before the the final round where Lakehead went up
against teams from McGill and Ryerson.
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FIRST YEAR INTEGRATION CONFERENCE 2016
By: Graeme Thacker

My name is Graeme Thacker, and I am a slightly-older-than-18year-old first year Mechanical Engineering student at Lakehead
University. Who failed out of high school. Who patched together a
rather drawn-out degree in music, of all subjects (and even then,
only after having dabbled in creative writing). Who struggled with
his identity and aspirations for years on end, and still does, to a
degree. But, most importantly, who has come to realize that the
dreams of a whimsical 8th grader who believed he would one day
design mountain bikes need not die just because they have been
swept under the rug by that oh-so-elusive quest for rockstardom.

emotional, or otherwise, to those around you. And that was probably one of the biggest points I took away from the whole conference. We learned a lot sitting in on an ESSCO (Engineering Student Societies’ Council of Ontario) board meeting, hearing talks
covering topics from crisis management to professionalism, and
picking the brains of a panel of Vice President External
representatives who shared some insight with us. We got chances
to bond and mingle, wear our coveralls and let loose (laser tag was
a pretty big highlight for me personally). But I would still say that
Drew’s words were what resonated most with me. He taught us
that the value we add to others is even more important than the
work we ourselves do. In other words, good leaders are hard to
replace; great leaders create an entire team that is hard to replace.
That was something that deep down I already sort of knew, but
had never really had a chance to put into a concrete, tangible
thought. And what a thought!

I promised myself that, in turning back towards my childhood
dream, I would not merely put in the minimum required effort,
slipping through the cracks as discreetly as possible, barely
squeaking by unnoticed. I would instead proactively involve myself as much as possible – learning about how our student bodies
are run (and about engineering in general), helping foster a sense
of community among our students, and making friends along the
way. In doing so, particularly in involving myself with the Engineering Students’ Society (which I highly encourage you to do as
well), I put myself in a favourable position to be selected as a delegate for this year’s FYIC (First Year Integration Conference).

If you happen to know anyone who is about to begin their studies
in engineering next year, I highly recommend you not only suggest
that they get involved in their Engineering Students' Society (or in
some other initiative such as our Drone Club or FSAE), but also
that they put in a bid to attend next year’s FYIC.

So the timing of the conference wasn’t ideal. We flew out the night
of our Engineering/Nursing Formal (which was a bummer to
miss), and were gone for the weekend directly preceding three of
my midterms. That being said, it was most definitely worth it! In
addition to getting a chance to be in Toronto for a weekend, there
was a lot to take away from the conference specifically. The first
thing that really grabbed me was the motivational speaker they
had brought in, Drew Dudley. He basically talked about the importance of adding value, of whatever form, whether spiritual,

And for those of you idealists who feel betrayed by my apparent
pitting of music against engineering, I propose a simple translation, courtesy of the immortal Wu-Tang Clan, arguably the greatest (and undeniably the heaviest) hip-hop engineers of all time:
Cash Rules Everything Around Me.
For more information regarding student conferences talk to your
VP External by emailing essext@lakeheadu.ca or drop by UC-0015
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BAJA SAE 2016?
By: Graeme Thacker

Do you own a 4x4 vehicle? Do you like riding shotgun with someone
who does? Do you identify with the glorious viral Canadian anthem
“Out for a Rip”? If you’ve answered “yes” to any of these questions, it
might be time to ask a new one: Why doesn’t Lakehead have a Baja
SAE build?
For those who love the precision of building track formula performance vehicles, FSAE (Formula Society of Automotive Engineers) –
one annual option for a Mechanical Engineering degree project offered
here at Lakehead – is perfect. However, some of us long to take a vehicle off the beaten path, and in some cases, even off the ground entirely!
SAE has several other categories including Supermileage (focusing on
fuel efficiency), Clean Snowmobile (reengineering an existing snowmobile to decrease inefficiency and noise), Aero Design (focusing on autonomous flight), and Hybrid (formula race car with hybrid drive
train). Currently here at Lakehead we only participate in the FSAE
component. But I would love to see us reppin' our outdoor
huntin’/fishin’/out-for-a-rippin’ TBay culture by demolishing some
competition on an offroad track with a vehicle designed specifically to
handle abusive terrain!
While registration cost for the California Baja event is $1200 per team,
one (financial and fairness-based) advantage is that all teams work
with the same Briggs & Stratton 10 hp OHV Intek engine, the cost of
which is a mere $250. From there, based on many posts on official SAE
forums (and the related experience demonstrated therein), it appears
that Baja is much more affordable to build to an acceptable standard
than FSAE, and having been briefly involved with the latter this year, I
am aware that finances are a very real concern here at Lakehead.
Here are some key quotes from some of the forums:
"Either project [FSAE or Baja] will allow you to experience the whole
spectrum of an engineering project from fundraising, to building a
budget, to design, to analysis, building and testing, using the product,
and reiterating the entire process the next year. "
"IMO, [it] is MUCH easier to field a competitive car cheaply in Baja
than in Formula. The top teams in Formula have staggering budgets,
or at least it would appear that way.”
Perhaps it’s about time Lakehead officially went out for a rip! If this is
something you think you might be interested in, LET US KNOW!!
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COVERALLS—WE’RE BRINGING IT BACK
By: Andreas Zailo

Many of you may not be aware of the mania that surrounds coveralls (“covies”) or flightsuits as they’re sometimes called, but
hopefully by the end of this article, you’ll be well on your way to
getting some at the ESS offices in UC-0015.
As Engineers, we are extremely proud of what we do and have a
sometimes unhealthy desire to show it. Wearing Engineering
coveralls is an easy way to showcase not only your love of engineering, but also your pride in your program. Not only are they
extremely comfortable, they are also highly customizable and
available in all sizes. Whether you're studying in the hall or
socializing at Tankards, wearing engineering coveralls is a great
way to relax, stay warm in the dead of winter, and save your
clothes from the occasional spill on a tipsy Tankards night.

In previous years, the use of coveralls has slowly dwindled and
eventually died from their exhibition in Lakehead’s halls, but as of
now there are hundreds of coveralls available to make sure everyone gets the opportunity to show they’re engineers and are proud
of it!!

If you’ve read the engineering Engenda, you know that coveralls
are created to reflect the personality of the user. While there are
many patches available, and an ESS template for you to remain
official, coveralls are also extremely customizable. The addition
of lights, bandanas, graffiti, etc. is extremely popular and as
well, if the opportunity arises to visit other schools, getting their
patches is a must. At the ESS offices, we have a variety of
patches for purchase, but others you must earn. Patches
available by participating in events in-clude Movember patches,
Scav-Eng and conference patches among others.
While this tradition may seem strange to many of you, the wearing of coveralls is a long and storied tradition among many universities in Canada. Some schools such as Ryerson don’t allow
just anyone to wear coveralls, and only Frosh Leaders or student
volunteers get access. Fortunately, here at Lakehead, coveralls
are available to all engineering students at a subsidized price of
only $25.
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LAKEHEAD ENGINEERING COMPETITION—

STUDENTS’ PERSPECTIVE
By: Graeme Thacker & Kyle Rodrigues

JUNIOR DESIGN:
I got into engineering because I get excited by the thought of solving
problems by designing new solutions to them. If you feel similarly,
engineering competitions are likely to become a real highlight of
your school year, if not the highlight. It all starts at your local level;
in our case, it is called LEC (Lakehead Engineering Competition).
This event, held annually by our ESS (Engineering Students’ Society), is a great way to cut your teeth assembling a team, being faced
with a problem, designing (and more importantly, communicating/defending) an appropriate solution to it. I promise you that
whatever effort and attention you put into the event you will get
back tenfold in satisfaction and experience. So how is LEC structured? Our ESS webpage has this to say about LEC:
Lakehead Engineering Competition is the first annual competition
open to undergraduate engineering students of all years and disciplines at Lakehead University. Each competitor competes in one
category of their choosing, related to both design and communication skills. As with previous years, the LEC will take place at Lakehead University’s Thunder Bay campus.
Each category focuses on a different aspect of engineering design.
In this way, LEC promotes communication, design, and ingenuity,
and an opportunity for students to develop their professional skills
in a competitive environment.
In addition to being Lakehead’s winners, the LEC also serves as a
qualifier for students wishing to compete in the Ontario and Canadian Engineering Competitions on behalf of Lakehead University.
LEC is based around these competitions, so winners of their category will be well prepared to face the challenges that arise at the Provincial and National Levels.
I looked forward very eagerly to this event ever since I first heard
about it, and by some miraculous stroke of luck it happened to land
on my birthday! This year’s Junior Team Design challenge was to
create a model of a temporary section of road for a washout or otherwise destroyed stretch. We were given a theoretical budget of
$2000, and a list of materials and their accompanying costs that
could be purchased at the “store” (the entire event took place in the
Agora, where one table was set up as the store). Judging criteria
were outlined in a package provided at the outset of the contest, and
we were given five hours to design, build, and create a PowerPoint
presentation for our design. You have to read your package carefully; we made the fatal error of overestimating the points awarded for
cost-effective design. While our design was over three times cheaper
than the next cheapest competitor, we were awarded no points
whatsoever for that, and furthermore (as you can well imagine) our
design’s potential suffered greatly as a result of this one, seemingly
minor, oversight. However, as I said before, not only was one of the
most beneficial learning experiences, but also one of the most
enjoyable and rewarding engineering events of the year, and you can
be sure I will be back with a vengeance next year!

SENIOR DESIGN:
The Lakehead senior design competition was a remarkably fun and
challenging event that myself, Brad Momberg, Kyle Rodrigues, Adrian
Pomber and Mike Scholtte, were able to compete in as a team. We
were fortunate enough to win and continue onto the Ontario Engineering Competition to represent Lakehead at Waterloo.
For the competition, the senior design teams were tasked with building
a security access system for CSIS (Canadian Security Intelligence Service). This access system was required to incorporate a remote a
control gate, to differentiate between various class of users with
varying permissions within the system, to enter low-power mode when
no users were detected. The following user classes were required:
 User: Door Access
 Super User: Door Access, Alarm Activation
 Administrator: Door

Access, Alarm Activation, User Crea-

tion/Deletion
All of this had to be designed, built and tested within a six-hour
timeframe. Our team took a different approach than most of the others.
Each of us was assigned a core task , Mike was in charge of mechanical
design, Kyle han-dled microcontroller programming, Adrian designed
the analog electronics, and Brad, our team leader, was in charge of the
user interface and team as a whole. By using our industry experience
we were able to create a fully functional user interface in Visual Basic
that communicated over serial to the Arduino. This gave us an edge
over our fellow competitors as we were able to generate a graphical
user interface to improve user experience while fulfilling all of the
project requirements.
Our victory at the LEC allowed us to compete in the Ontario Engineering Competition and the opportunity to network with the other engineering schools, and most importantly, to learn about how they operate
their respective engineering student societies. we plan to use these
experi-ences to help educate future Lakehead engineering competitors
to help them reach their potential at future Ontario engineering events!

Lakehead already maintains a very high stature at the Ontario
Engineering Competitions, and providing future students with more
extensive training and practice will allow us to continue our success.
There are several project guidelines from the OECs that we would like
to adopt to the LECs, like providing teams with a mock budget that
they must follow when requesting additional parts, along with a more
uniform distribution of tools, as well as more general engineering
problems to include and even distribution between mechanical, electrical and software project requirements.
LEC was an awesome event and we encourage more people to come out
and compete!
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